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FREE Resources 

for Your Relationship!

Responding to Partner Stress 

Video + Couple Worksheet

Your Relationship Can FLOURISH!

Animated Video

Relationship Assessment
Immediate results + customized recommendations

Relationship Enhancement Quiz
Immediate results + customized recommendations

Blog
Searchable by topic
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https://www.closecompanions.org/free-relationship-resources/


John Gottman Love Journal

Fondness and Admiration

• I am most grateful for in my 

relationship because…
• Three things I admire most about my partner are…
• I am most attracted to my partner when…

Love Maps

• I first knew I loved my partner when…
• My favorite memory with my partner is…
• My favorite ritual my partner and I observe together is…

Goals and Dreams

• I can better support my partner’s goals and dreams by…
• Ten things I want to do with my partner in the future

include…
• Our shared goals for the future include…

Being Seen and Heard

• I can be a better listener by…
• I felt supported by my partner when….
• One small thing my partner did for me this week was

and it made me feel…

Fun and Playfulness

• My favorite thing my partner and I did together this week

was…
• The activities I enjoy doing most with my partner

include…
• My partner and I flirt together by…

Conflict Management

• One thing my partner and I regularly argue about is

. It makes me feel…
• Three things I’ve learned about myself or my partner from

past conflicts are…
• I need to work on when my partner and I  

disagree. I will work on it by…
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John Gottman Love Journal (Cont’d)

Use these additional prompts for inspiration

• One thing I can improve about myself in my relationship is…

• One question I have for my partner is…

• Something new I want to try in our relationship is…

• The best date my partner and I went on was…

• I felt the most vulnerable in our relationship when…

• I imagine our relationship will change in these ways as we

grow together…

• The perfect way to start and end my day with my partner is…

• I laugh when I remember this time with my partner…

• If I had to guess my partner’s top five favorite things, they

would be…

• Some habits that my partner has that I find cute are…

• My partner makes me a better human because…

• The piece of relationship advice that has helped us the most

is…

• Reflecting on the past month, I’d say our relationship is…
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Coupon Code VALENTINE

Only 50 coupons available

(Hurry – expires 2-15-24)

Connect with each other over the commitments you've made 

through the years. How have they changed? How have they 

matured? Are there new ones to add?

Join your guides, Greg and Priscilla Hunt, certified Relationship 

Specialists, for this interactive video presentation and leave 

feeling closer and happier. 
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https://courses.closecompanions.org/p/the-promises-we-make
https://www.closecompanions.org/relationship-courses/
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Valentine’s Day Goals

Priscilla Hunt, CRCC

Valentine’s Day is a great day  

to decide what kind of  

relationship you want!

Resolutions are simply goals –
they can be set at any time.  

There’s nothing magical about  

January 1. How about setting a  

goal or two for your  

relationship today? On

Valentine’s Day?

The idea of setting goals for  

couples isn’t a mystery. We  

simply take stock of where we  

are and determine where we  

want to be. We don’t have to  

vow to change the world or  

give our relationship a total  

overhaul. We simply have to  

move forward.

What will it take to get you  

from where you are to where  

you want to be? One thing for  

sure, you won’t get there by  

accident. We need to be pro-

active about our relationship  

instead of re-active. We need  

to own our part in making it  

good.

Make a date with your partner  

to sit down and evaluate where  

you each see your relationship

– the strengths as well as the  

areas that need improvement.  

Start with the positive. What  

are you getting right?  

Celebrate it!

What needs to change for you to  

move forward in your  

relationship? To make it better?  

Don’t try to change everything at  

once. Choose one thing. Baby  

steps are enough. Add little things  

as you go.

Take off your rose-colored glasses  

and put aside the myth of happily-

ever-after. It takes work. Think  

growth. Think movement.
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Valentine’s Day Goals (Cont’d)

Don’t get discouraged about  

the areas that aren’t so  
positive. ALL couples have  

those areas!

Make a plan. Write it down.  

Seek the support of a  

Relationship Coach to get you  

in touch with what you really  

want and help you set specific  

goals to achieve it.

What's your plan for getting to  

where you want to be?

Without a goal and a plan for

how to have the relationship

you truly want. . .

If you want to have a happier,  

closer relationship, a  

Relationship Coach can help.

Take baby steps, and before  

you know it – you’ve co-

created the relationship you  

truly want!

❑ What kind of  

relationship do you  

want?

❑ Where is your  

relationship now?

❑ In what areas does  

your relationship  

need to grow?

❑ How are you going to  

make that happen?

Remember, it’s a journey, not a  

destination. Enjoy the ride!
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Relationship Growth Plan

1. What words or phrases would you  

choose to describe your ideal  

relationship?

2. List several areas in your  

relationship in which growth is  

needed in order to reach this  

ideal.

3. List 3-4 things you are personally  

willing to do during the next  

month to move your relationship  

closer to the ideal.

4. Together, agree on 3-4 goals you  

want to accomplish during the next  

month. Write them down.

5. Sign and date below as a record of  

your agreements.

6. Keep this Growth Plan where you’ll  
see it every day to be reminded of  

your commitment to build a strong,  

happy relationship. You can do it!

_  

Signature Signature

Date

How about a simple plan to grow together as a couple in the weeks and  

months ahead?

Each of you individually write your responses to numbers 1-3. When  

finished, share your answers with each other before proceeding to  

numbers 4-6.

You might want to sign and post this agreement where you can see it  

every day and be reminded of what you've set out to accomplish.
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What is a Relationship Coach?

Coaching is a positive, goal and  

results-oriented approach that helps  

you achieve your biggest dreams,  

more than you ever thought possible.

A relationship coach helps a couple  

identify their vision and then partners  

with them to create an action plan to  

help move them toward it - together.  

A coach walks alongside you through  

a process of discovery in which you  

are empowered to make the  

relationship choices that are right for  

you.

Coaches believe that you are fully  

capable of achieving your goals, and  

support you into action. A  

relationship coach assumes a  

relationship is part of a journey, not a  

destination, and is a partner in the  

process.

A coach helps you become aware of the  

connection between your attitudes,  

beliefs, choices, and consequences and  

supports you to make your own  

judgments and decisions without  

teaching or giving advice.

Coaches partner with a couple to  

design an effective Relationship Action  

Plan to help the couple develop a  

conscious, intentional, pro-active and  

empowered relationship.

Coaching is action-oriented, not  

problem-focused, and helps the client  

move forward - always forward.

Let a coach help you identify your  

vision, purpose, requirements, needs  

and goals. And achieve them!
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Sharing Perspectives

Ask yourself these 3 questions and share your answers with your partner.  

Keep in mind that your answers represent your perspective, they aren’t  
fact. Your partner might have a very different perspective. Be open and  

curious to understand their point of view. Learning more about each other  

builds intimacy!

1. What’s good about our relationship right now? What do I feel really  

good about?

2. What about our relationship could be improved? Where would I like  

to see us learn and grow?

3. What are 3 things I’m personally willing to do to make that growth a

reality?

Congratulations! You're on your way to co-creating the kind of relationship  

you really want.
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“The Close Companions Online Relationship Academy has  

fed the soul of our relationship! Several courses have gone  

right to the heart of our relationship and have helped us  

communicate in positive, constructive ways. We will be  

sharing this resource with all of our friends!”
Kim &Nathan, GA

Relationship support when you need it – on-demand, 24/7

Coupon Code VALENTINE

Only 50 coupons available

(Hurry – expires 2-15-24)
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Beyond Happily Ever After

David Steele, Relationship Coaching Institute 

“What you can conceive you can achieve.”
— Napoleon Hill

As couples we want to live “happily ever after” and achieve our  

dreams. This is cool, but there are big limits to dreaming-

You might have a desire (“love”) but not a clear idea or dream or

vision for what it looks like, so you’re stuck with “what is”
You might have a clear dream, but don’t believe it’s possible or  

realistic, so you’re stuck with what you’ll allow yourself to have  

Your dream is limited to what you can conceive or envision, so  

you’re stuck with a narrow range of possibilities

However, a good Relationship Coach will help their client dream big  

and reach deep down to uncover and envision dreams they didn’t
know they had. So there’s a “next level” to this dream stuff. This is  

what we’re doing with Radical Marriage – exploring what’s possible  

in relationships and providing strategies to go far beyond what  

would be most people’s dream relationship, because we can’t
envision something we haven’t seen or experienced before.

This is new territory in the field of relationships, and since each

relationship is unique, each couple’s “radical relationship” would be  
unique to them and they would be the pioneer of their relationship  

and discover uncharted territory together. We can provide them  

with the support, skills, strategies, and a roadmap, but the journey  

is theirs to take.

Isn’t that exciting?

Read on for some key ideas. . .
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Your “dream” is what you can currently conceive, but you can

go far beyond that

To do so you must be aware that “you don’t know what you  

don’t know,” be open to possibilities, and be willing to  

continually progress forward into new territory with your  

partner.

This is not for everyone and requires a good, strong  

partnership with willingness to embrace the journey, the  

learning, the adventure, and to be a pioneer (instead of  

seeking comfort, tradition, and familiarity)

The dream beyond “happily ever after” only seems to further  

reveal itself as you progress forward. Each step forward allows  

you to see more of the possibilities and the horizon. So there

is really no such thing as “achieving” a dream because when

you get to where you’re striving, you see more, can do more,

want more, and continue striving.

This requires a leap of faith and willingness to embrace and  

enter the unknown. There’s a great Indiana Jones scene here  

that illustrates this- Only after Indy made that first,  

frightening step into the abyss did he discover the path  

across. Embracing your fears and not letting them hold you  

back is a big theme here as well.

“To Infinity and beyond!”
— Buzz Lightyear

Beyond Happily Ever After (Cont’d)
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Timeless Quotes by David Mace, MD, PhD

Co-Founder, Association for Couples in Marriage Enrichment

dba Better Marriages, dba Close Companions

These quotes of Dr. David Mace, co-founder of Better Marriages with his  

wife, Vera, in 1973 are as true today as they were then.

The only basis for a secure sense of identity and self-worth is the  

knowledge that you are fully known and at the same time deeply loved.

For two people to live a shared life it is necessary that they share  

themselves; that each should know, in considerable depth, who the other  

is.

One of the great illusions of our time is that love is self-sustaining. It is not.  

Love must be fed and nurtured, constantly renewed. That demands  

ingenuity and consideration, but first and foremost, it demands time.

Without understanding of the intricacies of loving, the best-intentioned  

couples can blunder and extinguish the flame that once brought warmth  

and light into their lives.

Many more of our marriages could reach a far higher level of satisfaction,  

if only the couples could be motivated and helped to realize their  

potential.

What is needed to stir married couples out of their lethargy and seeming

indifference? I believe we must find ways to kindle new hope in them that

their marriages can really be much more satisfying and rewarding.

In every marriage the two dynamic forces are love, which seeks todraw

the couple together, and anger, which tends to drive them apart.
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